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Abstract 

 

Accounting for Multiple Membership Data Structure in Adolescent 
Social Networks: An Analysis of Simulated Data 

 

Jaclyn Kara Peek, M.S. Stat. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2016 

 

Supervisor:  S. Natasha Beretvas 

 
Multilevel modeling allows for the modeling of nested structures such as students 

nested within middle schools and middle schools nested within high schools.  These 

kinds of hierarchies are common in social science research.  Pure hierarchies may exist, 

where one variable is completely nested within another.  Multiple membership (MM) 

structures occur when some lower level units are members of more than one higher level 

clustering unit (e.g., a student attends more than one high school).  An extension to the 

conventional multilevel model, the multiple membership random effects model 

(MMREM) can be used to handle MM data. 

I compare a random effects model with and without multiple membership effects 

to demonstrate the possible benefit of accounting for the MM structure.  We replicate an 

existing study on student academic outcomes (Tranmer et al., 2013) which assumes a 

multiple membership data structure, and add a comparison to a non-MM (i.e. single 

membership) model in order to assess the improvement in model fit.  The original study 
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investigated the effect of school, area, and social network membership in friendship 

dyads and triads on academic achievement in adolescents, with age, gender, and ethnicity 

as covariates.  Our models retain the MM structure found in the original social network 

data.  The original data is confidential and unavailable for use – therefore, a major 

component of this report is the simulation of this dataset in R.  Results indicate that 

multiple membership does not necessarily lead to better goodness-of-fit as measured by 

DIC.  Accounting for MM data structure initially produced a worse-fitting model.  

Artificially inflating the fixed and random effects that generated the simulated academic 

performance outcome led to the opposite effect.  We conclude that the scale of random 

effects is important in determining the DIC measure of fit, and propose a full simulation 

study to more conclusively test our original hypothesis. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Multilevel models (also known as hierarchical linear models) are an important 

tool in research on educational psychology, sociometric data, and related fields where the 

individuals under study belong to a one or more higher-level units that are nested in a 

hierarchical structure.  Education research is a typical context, where students belong to 

tiered groups like classrooms and schools.  Many students belong to one classroom and 

there are several classrooms within a given school.  Other examples of hierarchical data 

structure include individuals nested within couples geographical areas like towns, 

counties, and states, medical data where participants were cared for by multiple nurses, 

and longitudinal or repeated measures data where different measurement occasions are 

nested within the individual that was measured. 

A multilevel model has at least one higher-level group; for example, a model with 

students nested in classrooms would be a two-level model.  If the number of units at a 

given level in the hierarchy is small and there is specific interest in each unit (for 

example, the four U.S. regions of Northeast, Midwest, South, and West), this may be 

treated as a fixed effect.  For large numbers of units, where, for instance, each city can be 

thought of as a sampling unit from a broad population of cities across the United States, 

that variable should be treated as a random effect in a multilevel model.   

 One limitation of basic multiple linear regression is that it fails to properly 

account for group effects.  When there are large group effects, this means that a large 

proportion of the variance in lowest-level outcomes can be explained by between-group 

variation. Returning to the education research example, often a substantial portion of the 

variation in outcomes for individual students can be explained by common features of 

their experience in the same classroom or the same school.  This could be due to various 
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factors, such as the effects of different teaching styles, years of teaching experience, 

differing levels of school funding, effectiveness of the school’s administration, 

curriculum, etc.  In situations like these, the independence assumption of linear 

regression is violated – that is, students within the same classroom or school are not 

independent of each other (Hox, 2002).  This lack of independence means standard errors 

tend to be underestimated, leading to an increased chance of Type I error (Keith, 2015).  

The preferred way to handle data in a hierarchical structure such as this is to conduct a 

multilevel random effects model.  For the student example, there would be three levels, 

where level one (the lowest level of individual observations) is students, level two is 

classroom, and level three is school.   

The multilevel random effects model outlined above will account for all general 

differences between classrooms and between schools, but there is no information 

specifying what particular characteristics of classrooms or schools are explaining student 

variation.  Group-level (also known as “contextual”) variables, such as school-level 

socioeconomic status or amount of state funding per school, can be used to accomplish 

this.  Note that even with variables that can be measured at the individual level, like 

socioeconomic status, there can be distinctions between the effect of individual SES and 

school-level SES (Keith, 2015).  Simply knowing individual student characteristics may 

not fully explain student outcomes.  Multilevel models are more successful at tackling the 

interaction between group-level and individual-level variables.  

Multilevel models have considerable flexibility with their ability to handle 

generalized linear models.  The response variable need not be continuous or have 

normally distributed, homoscedastic errors.  Multilevel models can be used for 

dichotomous response variables through logistic and probit regression and for count data 

with a potentially high number of zeros (i.e. a Poisson-distributed response variable) 
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through a Poisson model.  Multivariate normal models are also easily executed.  Another 

benefit is that these models do not require balanced data.  For example, in a longitudinal 

design, often different participants have a different number of measurement occasions.  

This is not a problem with a multilevel model (Hox, 2002). 

Hierarchical linear models clearly have many advantages over traditional multiple 

linear regression.  But the standard multilevel approach can have limited effectiveness 

when the hierarchical structure is not perfectly nested.  Up until now, we have assumed 

that each lower-level unit is a member of only one level above it.  In the education 

example, each student is only a part of one classroom and each classroom is only in one 

school.  However, not every hierarchy has single membership.  Realistically, especially in 

junior high or high school, students have multiple teachers from multiple classrooms.  

Each classroom may belong to only one school, but students have multiple membership 

in different classrooms.  The multilevel models discussed so far would only be able to 

include one of those classrooms per student.  Depending on the context, that choice of 

which higher-level unit to include for each lower-level unit may be arbitrary as there is 

not always a clear “primary” membership. 

In contrast, with a multiple membership model, each child could be 

acknowledged as a member of multiple classrooms, with a weight assigned to each 

classroom such that all the weights for a given child add to one.  These weights ensure 

that the effects of classroom on the outcome variable can be recognized.  The weights 

may be  assigned to be equal across the set of clustering units (here, classrooms), e.g., a 

weight of 0.25 per classroom when a child is in four classrooms.  Or, the weights may be 

proportional to the assumed effect of each classroom.  For example, if a child spends half 

their day in classroom 1, a quarter of their day in classroom 2, and a quarter of their day 

in classroom 3, the classroom weights could be 0.5, 0.25, and 0.25 respectively.   
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Another added complication to the standard multilevel model is what is called 

cross-classification.  This is similar to multiple membership in that the hierarchy structure 

is impure.  However, this type of impurity involves an actual lack of clustering.  An 

example would be children who are members of friendship dyads and who reside in 

different neighborhoods.  Children are the lowest-level units.  The friendship dyads are 

the clustering unit at a higher level than children, and neighborhoods are also a higher 

level clustering unit.  But the friendship dyads might include children from different 

neighborhoods.  Friendship dyads are not clustered within neighborhood, nor are 

neighborhoods clustered within friendship dyads; rather, the two clustering units cross 

over each other and the children are considered “cross-classified” by friendship dyads 

and neighborhoods.  This paper’s analysis does not include cross-classification; for more 

details, see Goldstein (2011). 

One example of a study using multiple membership models is from Goldstein et 

al. (2007), who studied the achievement of English students who have moved through 

different schools over time.  They look at the impact of previous schools attended on test 

scores, also including previous academic achievement and other covariates as predictors 

in their model.  They find that a model without multiple membership underestimates the 

amount of variance in test scores attributed to schools.  Another study in the medical field 

(Chandola, 2005) finds that one’s physical and mental health depends in part on the 

household you reside in.  Further, changing households over time is important, and 

accounting for someone’s multiple past households improves the explanatory power of 

their multilevel model.  

Social networks, including friendships and family relationships, also provide a 

natural setting for multiple membership.  One person can be a member of multiple 

friendships, whether it be dyads or larger friendship groups.  In families, one has many 
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relationships with potentially multiple siblings, multiple parents, and so on.  In our 

analysis, we will deal with social network data where adolescents are members of 

multiple “cliques,” or friendship groups.  Snijders and Kenny (1999) conducted 

multilevel models considering the effects of relationship dyads where the effect of person 

1, the effect of person 2, and the overall dyad effect are considered separately.  While our 

data comes from a fairly simple example, social network effects can become quite 

complicated.   

In this report, I will attempt to replicate a 2013 study by Tranmer et al. where 

adolescent academic outcomes are predicted by school and membership in social network 

groups known as cliques.  Clique-2s are friendship dyads, and in this study, membership 

in a clique means that at least one person selected the other as a friend.  Tranmer et al. 

also included clique-3s (friendship groups of three people or more), although in this study 

we will ignore this added level of complexity.  Individual level variables age, gender, and 

ethnicity were also included in the model as covariates.  The first goal of the current 

study is to simulate the confidential dataset Tranmer et al. used from the Add Health 

longitudinal study.  The particular structure that we replicated was the dataset with 

individual students with membership in multiple clique-2s with the clique-2s clustered 

within schools. Then, we replicated several of the authors’ multilevel models, including 

the most complex model with students as members of possibly multiple clique-2s with 

the cliques clustered within schools, and added a comparison to a model that recognized 

one of the set of multiple clique-2s possible per student with that clique nested within 

schools and with a model that recognized only that students were clustered within 

schools. This comparison was intended to assess the differences in parameter estimates 

and model fit between models that do or do not account for the multiple membership data 
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structure.  Fixed effect and variance component estimates were compared, as well as 

model fit, as measured by the model’s DIC. 
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METHOD 

REPLICATING A MULTIPLE MEMBERSHIP MODEL 

The Add Health longitudinal study gathered a large, nationally representative 

sample of approximately 90,000 junior high and high school students aged 11-19 years 

old.  The first wave of data was collected in 1994-1995, with subsequent waves in 1996, 

2001-2002, and 2009.  Sampling was focused on schools, with 80 high schools selected 

as representative of United States high schools; each high school also has a feeder school 

(offering 7th-8th grade) in the study (Harris et al., 2009). The school-based sampling was 

helpful for the purposes of collecting information on friendship networks and peer 

influences.  Students as well as parents and school administrators were surveyed.  The 

information collected includes extensive demographic detail on student respondents and 

their parents, students’ friendship and romantic relationships, social, emotional, and 

physical health, and academic outcomes. 

Tranmer et al. focused on data from one single state within the restricted access 

Wave I data.  Due to the confidential nature of the social network data used, that state 

was not identified, and some details about the sample must be inferred from other 

sources.  Their subsample had a total of 10 schools in 13 areas (counties), with a total of 

n=968 students.  Because they used a subset of the original students, the social networks 

of each student may appear much sparser than in the full dataset.  Variables discussed in 

the paper include age, gender, ethnicity, social network information, school, and area, 

with academic performance as the outcome.  While detailed age breaks were not 

discussed, ages ranged from 11 to 19 with a mean age of 14.76.  The sample was 52% 

female and ethnicity was broken into black (17%) vs. non-black (83%).  Academic 

performance was measured as an average of grades (A-D) in each of four subjects.  Letter 
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grades were converted to four five-point scales (D or less = 1, C = 2, B = 3, A = 4) and 

then summed and standardized to have mean 0 and standard deviation 1.   

The core building blocks of the social network data are students’ friendship 

nominations.  Each student was instructed to provide up to 5 nominations of the same sex 

and 5 nominations of the opposite sex.  Friendship nominations may be asymmetrical; 

that is, if student i said student j was their friend, j may not have listed i as a friend.  The 

set of friends a student nominated will henceforth be referred to as their ego network.  

Ego networks are recorded in an asymmetrical n×n binary adjacency matrix D of 1s and 

0s, with a one indicating a friendship nomination by student i.  Tranmer et al. analyze the 

effect of both ego networks and cliques. Cliques are specific sets of students that have a 

relationship with each other (2 individuals for clique-2s and 3 or more individuals for 

clique-3s).  For simplicity’s sake, and given the sparsity limitations for clique-3s, clique-

2 membership is the only social network variable in my analysis.  Clique-2s are made to 

be symmetric; i.e. if student i nominates student j, they are recorded as a clique whether 

or not j nominated i.  The symmetrical matrix containing clique-2 information is called a 

directed adjacency matrix (Ds).  Diagonal entries ds
ii are all 0, indicating that a student 

may not be friends with themselves.  For the purposes of analysis, ego networks in 

Tranmer et al. were restricted to in-sample only, leading to sparsity in the adjacency 

matrix D as well as Ds.  Weights were assigned to clique-2 membership, such that if 

student i belonged to three cliques, each clique has a weight of 0.33.   

Limited descriptive information on social networks was specified by Tranmer et 

al. The number of friendship nominations ranged from zero (n=317, 39%) to nine (n=1, 

0.1%).  Ego network size had a mean of 1.80 and standard deviation of 1.22 among those 

students with an ego network of 1 or more.  A large number of students (n=333, 34%) do 

not belong to any clique-2s.  This number is lower than the number of students with zero 
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friendship nominations due to the asymmetrical nature of cliques.  The mean number of 

clique-2s is 1.39, with a maximum of 12 (one student).  Among those who belong to at 

least one clique-2, the mean number of clique-2s is 2.11. 

In Tranmer et al., schools are nested within areas.  While technically this is a 

multiple membership structure, there is a very strong link between school and area in the 

sample.  Six of ten schools are nested within only one area per school.  For the other four 

schools, the majority of students come from one area, with only one or two students in 

other areas.  For my analysis, I will ignore area and model students nested within schools.   
 

SIMULATING THE DATASET 

 The data was simulated in R using descriptive statistics from Tranmer et al. and 

other sources as a guide.  (The following pages explain the approach; for details on how 

data were simulated, please refer to the R code in the Appendix.)  School size was not 

described or used as a predictor variable in the original study, so all ten schools are 

assumed to have an equal size of 97 students for a total sample size of n=970.  

Additionally, keeping school size uniform avoids the problem of producing a correct joint 

distribution of school size and ethnicity.  To ensure variation in ethnicity across schools, 

a different percentage of black students was chosen for each of the 10 schools.  The 

percentage of black students specified by Tranmer et al. (17%) closely matches the black 

percentage in the general population of Tennessee (Rastogi, 2011), so demographic data 

from that state was used as a guide.  The National Center for Education Statistics 

(NCES)’ ELSI online tool provided student ethnicity for 260 public Tennessee junior 

high and high schools from the 1996-97 school year.  Private school information did not 

include ethnicity broken out by state; therefore, public school data was used as a proxy 

and the final black percentage adjusted to match the desired 17%.  NCES information 
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showed that 24% of all students were black, with a mean of 21%, median 7%, and 

standard deviation of 30% across schools.  To come closer to the desired average of 17% 

black students, the black percentages for each school were multiplied by a constant factor 

of 0.708.  This resulted in a set of 260 schools with 17% black students overall, a mean of 

15.2%, median of 5%, and standard deviation of 21.6%.  After assigning a black 

percentage to each school, the mean percent black for a given school was 17.7% with a 

standard deviation of 27.2%. Given the equal size for all schools, the overall percent 

black in the sample is also 17.7%.  After randomly assigning ethnicity information to 

schools, an individual student’s ethnicity was sampled from a binomial distribution with 

p equal to the percentage of black students assigned to their respective school.   

Gender was sampled from a Binomial (p=0.52) distribution.  Age was sampled 

from the following empirical distribution sourced from Add Health Wave 1 in-home data: 

12 years (7%), 13 years (14%), 14 years (16%), 15 years (18%), 16 years (18%), 17 years 

(18%), 18 years (8%), and 19 years (1%).  These were calculated from the student’s age 

as of January 1995 (midway through fieldwork collection for Wave I).  Due to the very 

small number of 11 year olds in the overall Add Health sample, this was forced to 0%.  

The resulting mean age was 15.2 years (compared to 14.76 years in Tranmer et al.’s 

original sample. Students were also assigned into a grade from 7 to 12 to facilitate the 

assignment of social network information, since friendships are more likely to occur 

within the same grade (Moody, 2000).  All 12 year olds were assigned to grade 7, and all 

18-19 year olds were assigned to 12th grade, with the remaining ages split 50/50 between 

the two grades that are most common for that age.  For example, the grade for 14 year 

olds was sampled from an empirical distribution of 50% 8th grade and 50% 9th grade. 

Ego networks were created first, and then clique-2 membership was sourced from 

the ego network matrix.  Students were allowed between 0 and 8 friends to be listed in 
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their ego network.  When either or both student i and student j nominated each other as 

friends, they were designated as a clique with a corresponding clique ID number.  

Detailed characteristics of friendship networks in the Add Health database are largely 

unavailable due to the confidential nature of the data, so some educated guesses were 

needed.  A hypothetical empirical distribution was created to attempt to match Tranmer et 

al.’s mean number of friendship nominations among those with an ego network of 1 or 

more, given that 317 students had an ego network of 0.  This distribution was assumed to 

be heavily skewed to the right, given a mean of 1.80 with a minimum of 1 and maximum 

of 8.  (Note: in Tranmer et al., one student (0.1% of the sample) had an ego network of 9, 

but this was ignored for the simulated data.)  The distribution was set to be: 0 

nominations (n=318), 1 (n=430), 2 (n=68), 3 (n=62), 4 (n=44), 5 (n=24), 6 (n=10), 7 

(n=7), and 8 nominations (n=7).  Ego network size was selected at random for each 

student, with no dependency between number of friends and school, age, gender, or 

ethnicity.  The resulting mean ego network size among those with 1 or more friend 

nominations was 1.86 (compared to 1.80 from the original sample) with a standard 

deviation of 1.4967. 

Most of the complexity involved in the simulation process lies in the assignment 

of friendship nominations.  Some assumptions were made: 1) that friendships are almost 

exclusively within the same school, 2) that students are more likely to be friends with 

those in their grade or other students very close in age, and 3) that ethnicity is an 

important factor in determining friendships (this is verified using information from a 

separate study on Add Health social networks).  For this report, all friendship 

nominations were limited to students from the same school.  This seemed wise given the 

high correspondence of school to county in Tranmer et al.  Assuming counties are fairly 

large geographical entities, it is unlikely for much inter-school crossover with the Add 
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Health sample used by Tranmer et al.  In terms of age restrictions, a simplified model 

was used where there is a 60% probability of a friend in the same grade and a 20% 

probability for the grade above and the grade below.  For grade 7 and grade 12, 100% of 

friendship nominations were assigned to other students in the same grade.  While no 

specific statistics were found on the percentage of adolescents’ friends by their respective 

ages, some social network graph models based on other Add Health data indicate a very 

strong relationship between grade and friendship nominations (Moody, 2000). 

With respect to ethnicity determining friendship, general statistics from another 

Add Health study were used (Fletcher & Ross, 2009).  This paper detailed the proportion 

of friendship nominations that were in specific ethnic groups, as well as same sex vs. 

opposite sex friendships.  For example, in Table 1, we can see that among black students 

in the Add Health sample, 81% of friend nominations were black, 9% were white, and 

about 11% Hispanic, Asian, or other.  In the Fletcher and Ross paper, white, black, 

Hispanic, Asian and other were treated as mutually exclusive groups.  This is similar to 

Tranmer et al.’s approach, which breaks ethnicity into black vs. non-black, without any 

overlap of Hispanic vs. other groups.   
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Table 1: Friendship Nominations by Ethnicity (Fletcher & Ross, 2009)   

 Black White Hispanic White / 
Hispanic* 

 Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean 
Number of 
Nominations 

2.18 1.52 2.58 1.52 2.03 1.49 2.48 

% White 0.09 0.24 0.84 0.27 0.27 0.39 0.73 
% Black 0.81 0.33 0.03 0.13 0.07 0.20 0.04 
% Hispanic 0.05 0.17 0.06 0.18 0.58 0.44 0.16 
% Asian 0.02 0.10 0.03 0.12 0.05 0.18 0.03 
% Other Race 0.04 0.14 0.04 0.13 0.04 0.14 0.04 
Note. SD = standard deviation. 
* Weighted average of means for White and Hispanic 
 
 

Fletcher and Ross (2009) also state that students nominated 2.4 same sex friends 

on average.  According to Deutsch et al. (2014), the average number of nominations 

(including same sex and opposite sex) for both boys and girls was 3.07.  This gives a 

proportion of 78% same sex nominations.   

To choose a specific friend nomination, first a demographic group was selected 

by choosing the grade, sex (same sex vs. opposite sex), and ethnicity – all independent of 

each other – from the distributions described above.  Since all of student i’s nominations 

were from other students in their school, a list of students that fit those criteria from 

within the school was created. If no students matched the criteria (or if only student i 

matched), then the process was repeated until at least one valid student was found.  The 

friend nomination was then randomly selected from the list.  If a student had more than 

one friend nomination, then a new demographic group was randomly selected (with 

replacement) for each nomination.  The same student j could not be nominated more than 

once for any student i.   
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Once friend nominations were assigned, cliques were then recorded for each 

student.  There were a total of 1,180 cliques, with between 0 and 10 cliques per student.  

90% of students belonged to at least one clique, and 65% belonged to two or more. The 

mean number of cliques was 2.43, with an average of 2.70 among students in at least one 

clique.  In comparison, in Tranmer et al., students belonged to between 0 and 12 cliques, 

with a mean of 1.39 overall and 2.11 for those in at least one clique.  The higher number 

of cliques in the simulated sample is due to a lack of dependence between the 

nominations of different students.  If student i nominated student j as a friend, the data 

were not simulated so that there was then a higher assigned probability of j nominating i.  

In the real world, despite the limited nature of Tranmer et al.’s subsample, one can expect 

more reciprocity in friendship nominations. 
 

MODEL DEFINITION 

Once all demographics and covariates were assigned to the 970 students in the 

sample, the academic outcome variable (“ztotscore”) was calculated based on the 

parameter estimates reported in Tranmer et al.  Before assigning a ztotscore to all 970 

respondents, we must examine the model in detail.  Tranmer et al. used multiple 

membership multiple classification (MMMC) multilevel models to account for the effects 

of clique-2s and clique-3s, as well as school and area, on academic performance.  In my 

simulated dataset, there are no clique-3s; therefore, we only have one social network 

classification, with no cross-classification between clique-2s and clique-3s.  In addition, 

area is left out of the analysis so there is no cross-classification between school and area.  

This data structure is illustrated in Table 2, where students (A-Z) are nested within clique 

(1-8) and school (I-IV) for a subset of data.  Each clique’s elements are only present in 

one cell in that column.  Per Beretvas (2015), this indicates that no cross-classification is 
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present, and that clique is purely nested within school.  However, because some students 

belong to more than one clique-2, student and clique are not purely clustered, and we can 

still refer to this as a multiple membership (MM) data structure.   

 

Table 2: A Multiple Membership Data Structure Without Cross-Classification 

  Clique-2 
(Level 2) 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Sc
ho

ol
 

(L
ev

el
 3

) I A, C A, B B, D C, E     
II     F, L    

III      M, N O, R  
IV        X, Z 

 

To produce the academic outcome variable, ztotscore, the Tranmer et al. model 

closest to the data structure of the simulated dataset was used – one with school, clique-2 

and clique-3 as random effects and the three covariates age, gender, and ethnicity.  The 

following formula was used: 

 
𝑦! ! !   =   𝛽! +   𝛽!𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑛! ! ! +   𝛽!𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟! ! ! +   𝛽!𝐴𝑔𝑒! ! ! + 𝑣!!!

+    𝑤!!𝑢!"
!∈ !

+   𝑒! ! ! , 

 
𝑖 = 1,… ,𝑛,               𝑗 ⊂ 1,… , 𝐽 ,          𝑘 = 1, . . .     , 10,            0 ≤   𝑤!!   ≤ 1, 

 
𝑣!!!   ~  𝑁 0,𝜎!    ! ,        𝑢!"  ~  𝑁 0,𝜎!! ,        𝑒! ! !   ~  𝑁 0,𝜎!!    

 
(1) 

 

Here, yi{j}k is the ztotscore for student i, β0 is the overall intercept, and β1, β2, and 

β3 are fixed effect regression coefficients.  The fixed effects covariates included in the 

model are age (centered), gender (female = 1), and ethnicity (black = 1, 0 otherwise).  
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The term v00k is the school random effect for student i at school k.  The summation term, 

𝑤!!𝑢!"!∈{!} ,  represents a set of J random effects related to clique membership, where J 

is the total number of clique-2s across all students and {j} is a given individual’s set of 

clique-2s.  The weights 𝑤!! are coded such that the total weight of clique-2s’ effects for 

each student sums to 1, so that social network effects are not assigned more importance 

for students in a larger number of cliques.  As mentioned previously, for example, if a 

student belongs to 3 clique-2s, then the weight for each separate clique is 0.33.  

School and clique-2 membership are both random effects, each with a variance 

representing how much schools differ and how much cliques differ separately from how 

much individual students differ on the outcome ztotscore (controlling for the covariates in 

the model).  Specific parameter values for both fixed effects and random effects variance 

components were filled in based on the parameter estimates reported in Tranmer et al., 

specifically, their model with school, clique-2s, and clique-3s as random effects and three 

covariates as fixed effects.  This gives equation (2): 

 
𝑦! ! !   =   −0.1+ −0.03 𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑛! ! ! + 0.17 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟! ! ! + −0.12 𝐴𝑔𝑒! ! ! 

+𝑣!!! +    𝑤!!𝑢!"
!∈ !

+   𝑒! ! ! , 

 
𝑖 = 1,… ,𝑛,               𝑗 ⊂ 1,… , 𝐽 ,          𝑘 = 1, . . .     , 10,            0 ≤   𝑤!!   ≤ 1, 

 
𝑣!!!   ~  𝑁 0, 0.027 ,        𝑢!"  ~  𝑁 0, 0.103 ,        𝑒! ! !   ~  𝑁 0, 0.875    

 
(2) 

 

Thus, ztotscore was produced for each simulated student i by inserting the 

student’s value on each covariate into Equation 3 and then calculating the resulting yi{j}k.  

The value of the overall intercept was generated to be -0.1.  For covariates, the student’s 
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centered age was multiplied by -0.03, gender by 0.17, and ethnicity by -0.12. A random 

effect was sampled for each of 10 schools from a N(0, 0.027) distribution, and likewise a 

random error for student i was sampled from a N(0, 0.875) distribution.  To account for 

multiple membership in clique-2s, a separate random effect was sampled for each clique 

ID.  So as a certain clique ID shows up across multiple students, it will have the same 

random effect, but possibly with a different weight depending on how many cliques that 

student belongs to. 

Similarly, the MM model estimated in the current analysis is defined as 

 
𝑦! ! !   =   𝛽!! ! ! +   𝛽!𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑛! ! ! +   𝛽!𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟! ! ! +   𝛽!𝐴𝑔𝑒! ! ! , 

 
𝛽!" ! ! =   𝛾!!! +   𝑣!!! +    𝑤!!𝑢!"!∈{!} +   𝑒! ! !, 

 
𝑖 = 1,… ,𝑛,               𝑗 ⊂ 1,… , 𝐽 ,          𝑘 = 1, . . .     , 10,            0 ≤   𝑤!!   ≤ 1, 
 
𝑣!!!   ~  𝑁 0,𝜎!    ! ,        𝑢!"  ~  𝑁 0,𝜎!! ,        𝑒! ! !   ~  𝑁 0,𝜎!!       

 
(3) 

 

where γ000 is the overall intercept.  

The main goal of the present analysis is to compare the best-fitting multiple 

membership model from Tranmer et al. (with school, clique multiple membership, and 

covariates) to a similar single-clique membership model (that ignores the multiple cliques 

of which some students are members).  Tranmer et al. also ran models with and without 

covariates, and compared models with school only to school + network, so the same is 

done here.  This results in six models total that were examined, including: three 

unconditional models (Models 1-3) and three conditional models (Models 4-6).  The two 

null models (Models 1 and 4) only included school as a random effect in addition to a 

fixed intercept constant.  These provide a baseline for comparison to demonstrate the 
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impact of estimating models that include some type of social network random effect.  

Models 2 and 5 incorporate the social network random effects represented by clique-2 

membership, but only account for membership in the first clique listed for that student; 

hence these are single membership models that match a conventional three-level model 

with students (level-1) nested within cliques (level-2) clustered within schools (level-3).  

Models 3 and 6 then recognize as much social network information as possible by 

accounting for the multiple membership structure of the data.  While the main 

comparison of interest in the present study is model fit and parameter estimation for 

single  membership vs. multiple membership, several models are being run to see how the 

general results compare for the original vs. simulated data.  In Tranmer et al., the model 

with social networks as well as school performs better than that with school only, and 

conditional models perform better than unconditional.  Additionally, we will see whether 

accounting for multiple membership is beneficial within unconditional models as well as 

within conditional models.  The unconditional models with school- and network-level 

variance show how much variance is explained by between-group differences vs. within-

group differences.   
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RESULTS 

Six models were estimated in MLwiN for each choice of starting parameters, 

including three unconditional and three conditional models.  RIGLS estimates were 

obtained first to set starting values for the Markov chain Monte Carlo estimation.  RIGLS 

(restricted iterative generalized least squares) is a maximum likelihood method used to 

estimate parameter values for hierarchical models. This method was chosen over IGLS 

due to the small number of level 3 groups (i.e. 10 schools); with fewer highest-level 

groups, RIGLS gives less biased estimates than IGLS. (Rasbash et al., 2015, Kreft & 

Leeuw, 1998).  The Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm in MLwiN uses flat 

default priors, and the chain was set to 20,000 samples.   

Model 6 represents the best-fitting (and most parameterized) model from Tranmer 

et al. that was used in the current study to generate the academic performance response 

variable ztotscore in the simulated data.  (Although it should be noted that the authors in 

Tranmer et al. also had a second social network component for clique-3 membership.)  

The fixed effect parameter values were low in comparison to the scale of ztotscore; in 

Tranmer et al.’s version of model 6, these parameter estimates ranged from -0.03 to 0.17, 

while ztotscore has a standard deviation of 1.  

As in Tranmer et al., fit of models was evaluated using the Deviance Information 

Criterion (DIC), which is used in a similar fashion as the Akaike Information Criterion 

(AIC).  Generally, the lower the DIC, the better the model fits the data.  Past research has 

indicated that a DIC difference of 5 (Li et al., 2006) to 10 (Leckie, 2009) is needed for 

one model to be considered a better fit.  In Table 3, the best-fitting models for our 

simulated data according to the DIC metric were actually those with clique-2 random 

effects that lacked multiple membership information (DIC = 2,664 for both unconditional 
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model 2 and conditional model 5).  This was unexpected given that 65% of the simulated 

students belonged to multiple cliques that were not being recognized by the best fitting 

model.  The DIC was substantially higher for the MM models than non-MM, with a 

difference of 25 for the unconditional model (DIC = 2,689) and 28 for the conditional 

model (DIC = 2,692).  Clique-2 membership (recorded as the first clique randomly listed 

for each student) does explain some of the variance in academic performance over and 

above the effects of the school attended, which is in line with Tranmer et al.’s results.  

We see that over 90% of the total variation (which is 0.96 after adding school + 

individual variance) is due to individual error in the school-only models.  This random 

individual variance goes down in models that recognize social network effects, but only 

by about 0.1.  This indicates that clique membership explains a modest amount of 

variation in academic performance.  When multiple membership is added in models 3 and 

6, an even smaller fraction of individual variance shifts to the social network effect.  The 

higher DIC supports that moving to an MM model does not explain enough additional 

variation to make up for the increase in model complexity.  With respect to covariates, all 

pairs of unconditional and conditional models differ by less than 5 DIC units, indicating 

that covariates do not explain a substantial amount of additional variation in academic 

outcomes. 
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Table 3: Fixed and Random Effects Variance Parameter and Standard Error 
Estimates for Analyses of Original Simulated Dataset 

Parameter Academic Performance (ztotscore) 

 Unconditional Conditional 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 
 School 

only 
School + 
Clique-2 
(non-MM) 

School + 
Clique-2 
(MM) 

School 
only 

School + 
Clique-2 
(non-MM) 

School + 
Clique-2 
(MM) 

 Fixed-effect Estimates 
Constant -0.063 -0.065 -0.062 -0.007 -0.007 -0.006 
 (0.056) (0.057) (0.056) (0.067) (0.066) (0.065) 
Black    -0.024 -0.025 -0.026 
    (0.099) (0.101) (0.099) 
Female    -0.101 -0.100 -0.100 
    (0.062) (0.062) (0.063) 
Age    -0.014 -0.015 -0.013 
    (0.018) (0.017) (0.018) 
 Random-effect Variance Estimates 
School   0.022 0.022 0.020 0.022 0.022 0.020 

Network    0.098 0.119  0.098 0.100 

Individual   0.934 0.836 0.879 0.933 0.836 0.888 

DIC 
 

2693 2664 2689 2696 2664 2692 

* Age is centered around the simulated sample mean.  Network is clique-2 membership. 
 
 

In the end, two slightly different simulated datasets were used.  Table 3 shows 

results for the original simulated dataset which uses the fixed and random effects 

variance component parameter estimates reported in Tranmer et al.’s Model 6 to generate 

ztotscore data.  Table 4 has results for an altered dataset where parameters (fixed effects) 
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values were multiplied by 10 and school and network variance components were 

multiplied by 100 to assess how the DIC might be impacted by the scale of the outcome.   

Table 4 indicates that that moving from school-only random effects to school and 

clique-2 single membership effects results in a much better model fit for data generated to 

fit a model with parameters on a different (larger) scale. Of course, increasing the scale of 

the outcome resulted in the variance of the network effect being that much larger.  The 

DIC was 337 points lower for Model 7 versus Model 8 (unconditional) and 327 points 

lower for Model 10 versus Model 11 (conditional).  The key difference compared to the 

results from the analysis of the original simulated dataset is that the model recognizing 

multiple clique membership does improve model fit over the model recognizing only 

membership in one of the set of cliques.  And these improvements in model fit are much 

greater than what is observed after adding single clique membership to school effects.  

For the unconditional model, the DIC went from 4,191 to 3,253 and for the conditional 

model, it went from 4,202 to 3,245 – decreases of almost 1,000 points.  Likewise, a very 

large amount of the variation due to random individual differences shifts to the network 

effect once multiple clique membership is accounted for.  In Model 10, total variance in 

ztotscore is about 6.  The total variance actually goes up to about 12 with the MM effects 

in Model 12.  In Model 11, network variance is 1.541 vs. 4.652 for individual students’ 

variability, whereas in Model 12, the vast majority of variance is explained by social 

network effects – 11.264 variance as compared with 0.848 in variance among individual 

students. 

Results for covariates show only a borderline increase in model fit, despite the 

much larger fixed effect parameters going into the simulated data.  Differences in DIC 

values between some of the pairs of unconditional versus conditional models (namely 

models 7 and 10 and models 9 and 12) are in the 5-10 range, and Leckie (2009) provided 
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evidence that about a 10 unit difference is needed to declare one model a better fit than 

another. 

 

Table 4: Fixed and Random Effects Variance Parameter and Standard Error 
Estimates for Analyses of Second Simulated Dataset  

Parameter Academic Performance (ztotscore) 

 Unconditional Conditional 
 Model 7 Model 8 Model 9 Model 10 Model 11 Model 12 
 School 

only 
School + 
Clique-2 
(non-MM) 

School + 
Clique-2 
(MM) 

School 
only 

School + 
Clique-2 
(non-MM) 

School + 
Clique-2 
(MM) 

 Fixed-effect Estimates 
Constant -0.269 -0.274 -0.185 -0.106 -0.109 -0.045 
 (0.133) (0.136) (0.106) (0.156) (0.160) (0.142) 
Black    -0.125 -0.120 0.147 
    (0.265) (0.268) (0.206) 
Female    -0.278 -0.275 -0.310 
    (0.160) (0.160) (0.125) 
Age*    0.063 0.063 0.010 
    (0.045) (0.045) (0.037) 
 Random-effect Estimates 
School 
variance 

0.112 0.116 0.063 0.101 0.109 0.077 

Network 
variance 

 1.288 11.284  1.541 11.264 

Individual 
variance 

6.192 4.918 0.856 6.181 4.652 0.848 

DIC 4,528 4,191 3,253 4,529 4,202 3,245 

* Age is centered around the simulated sample mean.  Network is clique-2 membership. 
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DISCUSSION 

The first goal of the paper – to create a simulated dataset replicating Tranmer et 

al.’s Add Health data – was accomplished successfully, with a close alignment of the 

final simulation to the descriptive statistics provided by Tranmer et al. and other Add 

Health sources on age, ethnicity, gender, and distribution of friendship nominations.  The 

feature that was most challenging to replicate was the social network structure for 

friendship dyads (i.e. clique-2s); the simulated students were members of more clique-2s 

(mean = 2.43) than the original students (mean = 1.39).  This can be attributed to the lack 

of dependence in the simulated data between different students’ friend nominations.   

The second goal was to replicate the null and multiple membership random 

effects models (MMREM) of Tranmer et al. and add in a comparison with non-MM 

models.  Contrary to expectations, models that accounted for the multiple membership 

structure of the data showed a substantially poorer fit per the DIC measure than non-MM 

models.  To test the stability of this phenomenon, the effects of variables feeding into the 

calculation of the response variable were magnified.  This included the fixed effect 

parameter estimates for age, gender and ethnicity (which were multiplied by a factor of 

10) and variance estimates that provided probability distributions to produce each 

simulated student’s school and clique-2 random effects (these variances were multiplied 

by 100).  With these magnified effects, MM models showed a much better fit (per the 

DIC) than non-MM models; single membership clique-2s added explanatory power to a 

school-only model, with multiple membership clique-2 information explaining even more 

variation.  This marked difference in our Models 7-12 compared to Models 1-6 indicates 

that the scale of “true” random effects was very important in determining the change in 

DIC moving from single to multiple membership.  Another somewhat less surprising 
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result is that the covariates of age, gender, and ethnicity do not appear to explain 

differences in academic performance when controlling for school and social networks.  

No difference in goodness-of-fit was found between models with and without covariates.  

Findings from the simulated dataset indicate that individual demographic characteristics 

(age, gender, and black vs. non-black) do not have much influence on academic 

performance for junior and high school students over and above the impact of the school 

they attend and the friendship dyads they are a part of.  This was not the case in Tranmer 

et al., where every conditional model had a substantially lower DIC than its 

corresponding unconditional model.  This could be explained by the relatively small 

effect of covariates compared to the variance of ztotscore in Tranmer et al., or the simple 

effect of random chance on sampling from the various probability distributions used to 

produce the simulated data. 

Likewise, the inconsistency of non-MM vs. MM models in the two versions of 

simulated data could point to the effects of random chance on sampling, or possibly to 

weaknesses of the Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) metric in gauging goodness-of-

fit for complex hierarchical models.  Some problems with DIC have been acknowledged 

by the original authors (Spiegenhalter et al., 2002) and it is not clear that this measure 

should be the definitive choice for models computed via Markov chain Monte Carlo 

algorithms.  In their 2014 follow-up article (Spiegenhalter et al., 2014), the authors of the 

metric discuss their desire to see the development of a better method.  Suggestions to 

improve DIC included using an alternate measure of model complexity and increasing the 

penalty for complexity.  According to Spiegenhalter et al., the Watanabe-Akaike 

information criterion (WAIC) holds the most promise as an alternative method, although 

the DIC has been much easier to implement, thus driving its common use. 
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Given these doubts about the current results, the next logical step for future 

investigation could entail a full-scale simulation study, similar to that conducted by 

Chung and Beretvas (2012).  This would entail replicating the sample generation process 

used in this paper perhaps 1,000 times or more.  Each replication would use different 

seeds to achieve differing random results for the choice of demographic characteristics 

for each simulated student, as well as number of friend nominations, demographics of 

chosen friends, and the variance components underlying the probability distributions of 

random effects.  As the six types of models (three unconditional, three conditional) are 

run per sample, parameter estimates and DIC values could be collected, and the 

distribution of DIC values examined to compare goodness-of-fit for models on a larger 

scale.  This process could be repeated for the original parameter values as well as 

parameter values generated using a different (larger) scale to test whether the benefit of 

appropriately modeling multiple membership structures changes depending on the 

outcomes scale.   
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Appendix A: Model Results from Tranmer et al. (2013) 

 

Main effects MMMC models with individual covariates* 

Parameter ztotscore for the following levels: 
     

 School 
only 

Network 
only 

School + 
Network 

Individual 
only 

Constant -0.09 -0.09 -0.10 -0.08 
 (0.07) (0.05) (0.07) (0.05) 
Black -0.03 -0.07 -0.03 -0.06 
 (0.09) (0.09) (0.09) (0.08) 
Female 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 
 (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) 
Age -0.13 -0.13 -0.12 -0.13 
 (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) 
School variance 0.023  0.027  
Network variance     

      Clique-3  0.106 0.110  
      Clique-2  0.016 0.103  

Individual   0.930 0.922 0.875 0.941 

DIC 
 

2687 2689 2678 2692 

* Dependent variable, academic performance (ztotscore).  Social networks   
are defined by undirected clique-2 and clique-3 membership. 
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Appendix B:  R Simulation Code 

# Create age, gender, ethnicity per school 
# Pull in ages from Add Health Wave I in-home data 
addh_ageinfo <- read.csv("~/Desktop/filename.csv", header=TRUE, 
stringsAsFactors = F) 
 
# Age distrib (Jan 1995 ages) = 12 (7%), 13 (14%), 14 (16%), 15 
(18%), 16 (18%), 17 (18%), 18 (8%), 19 (1%).  
# Forcing 0% for 10-11 yrs and 20 yrs 
 
# Create a vector of 200 with this age distrib. and sample from 
it 
age <- c(rep(12,14), rep(13,28), rep(14,32), rep(15,36), 
rep(16,36),  
         rep(17,36), rep(18,16), rep(19,2)) 
# Mean age 15.2 vs. 14.7 in original sample 
 
# Gender distrib. will be binomial, p=.52.  1 = female, 0 = male 
 
# Ethnicity -- sample 10 "% black" values from Tennessee public 
school # data. 1 = black, 0 = non-black 
eth_public <- 
read.csv("~/Desktop/TN_School_demos_ELSI_HSonly.csv", 
header=TRUE, stringsAsFactors = F) 
 
# Choose ethnicity breakdown (% black students) for each school 
# to ensure variation.  Choose from column where avg. black % = 
17% 
set.seed(1080)    
(blackpct <- sample(eth_public$pct_Black_17, size=10)) 
mean(blackpct)    # Mean 17.7% Black 
sd(blackpct)   # SD 27.2% 
 
# For loop to assign demographic variables to students 
totalsch <- 97   # Equal sample of 97 per school 
 
# SCHOOL 1 
# Create blank dataframe 
sch1total <- data.frame("Resp_school"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), 
"Age"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), "Gender"=c(rep(0, totalsch)),  
"Ethn"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), "School"=c(rep(1, totalsch))) 
 
# Fill in covariates 
set.seed(1001) 
for (i in 1:totalsch) 
{ 
  sch1total[i, "Resp_school"] <- i + 1000 
  sch1total[i, "Age"] <- sample(age, size=1) 
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  sch1total[i, "Gender"] <- rbinom(1, 1, prob = 0.52) 
  sch1total[i, "Ethn"] <- rbinom(1, 1, prob=blackpct[1])    
} 
summary(sch1total)  # Avg. age = 15.1, Gender 54.6%, Ethn 0% 
black 
 
# REPEAT FOR SCHOOLS 2-10 
sch2total <- data.frame("Resp_school"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), 
"Age"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), "Gender"=c(rep(0, totalsch)),  
"Ethn"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), "School"=c(rep(2, totalsch))) 
 
sch3total <- data.frame("Resp_school"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), 
"Age"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), "Gender"=c(rep(0, totalsch)),  
"Ethn"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), "School"=c(rep(3, totalsch))) 
 
sch4total <- data.frame("Resp_school"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), 
"Age"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), "Gender"=c(rep(0, totalsch)),  
"Ethn"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), "School"=c(rep(4, totalsch))) 
 
sch5total <- data.frame("Resp_school"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), 
"Age"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), "Gender"=c(rep(0, totalsch)),  
"Ethn"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), "School"=c(rep(5, totalsch))) 
 
sch6total <- data.frame("Resp_school"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), 
"Age"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), "Gender"=c(rep(0, totalsch)),  
"Ethn"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), "School"=c(rep(6, totalsch))) 
 
sch7total <- data.frame("Resp_school"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), 
"Age"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), "Gender"=c(rep(0, totalsch)),  
"Ethn"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), "School"=c(rep(7, totalsch))) 
 
sch8total <- data.frame("Resp_school"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), 
"Age"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), "Gender"=c(rep(0, totalsch)),  
"Ethn"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), "School"=c(rep(8, totalsch))) 
 
sch9total <- data.frame("Resp_school"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), 
"Age"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), "Gender"=c(rep(0, totalsch)),  
"Ethn"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), "School"=c(rep(9, totalsch))) 
 
sch10total <- data.frame("Resp_school"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), 
"Age"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), "Gender"=c(rep(0, totalsch)),  
"Ethn"=c(rep(0, totalsch)), "School"=c(rep(10, totalsch))) 
 
# Fill in covariates 
set.seed(1002) 
for (i in 1:totalsch) 
{ 
  sch2total[i, "Resp_school"] <- i + 2000 
  sch2total[i, "Age"] <- sample(age, size=1) 
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  sch2total[i, "Gender"] <- rbinom(1, 1, prob = 0.52) 
  sch2total[i, "Ethn"] <- rbinom(1, 1, prob=blackpct[2])   
} 
 
set.seed(1003) 
for (i in 1:totalsch) 
{ 
  sch3total[i, "Resp_school"] <- i + 3000 
  sch3total[i, "Age"] <- sample(age, size=1) 
  sch3total[i, "Gender"] <- rbinom(1, 1, prob = 0.52) 
  sch3total[i, "Ethn"] <- rbinom(1, 1, prob=blackpct[3]) 
} 
 
set.seed(1004) 
for (i in 1:totalsch) 
{ 
  sch4total[i, "Resp_school"] <- i + 4000 
  sch4total[i, "Age"] <- sample(age, size=1) 
  sch4total[i, "Gender"] <- rbinom(1, 1, prob = 0.52) 
  sch4total[i, "Ethn"] <- rbinom(1, 1, prob=blackpct[4]) 
} 
 
set.seed(1005) 
for (i in 1:totalsch) 
{ 
  sch5total[i, "Resp_school"] <- i + 5000 
  sch5total[i, "Age"] <- sample(age, size=1) 
  sch5total[i, "Gender"] <- rbinom(1, 1, prob = 0.52) 
  sch5total[i, "Ethn"] <- rbinom(1, 1, prob=blackpct[5]) 
} 
 
set.seed(1006) 
for (i in 1:totalsch) 
{ 
  sch6total[i, "Resp_school"] <- i + 6000 
  sch6total[i, "Age"] <- sample(age, size=1) 
  sch6total[i, "Gender"] <- rbinom(1, 1, prob = 0.52) 
  sch6total[i, "Ethn"] <- rbinom(1, 1, prob=blackpct[6]) 
} 
 
set.seed(1007) 
for (i in 1:totalsch) 
{ 
  sch7total[i, "Resp_school"] <- i + 7000 
  sch7total[i, "Age"] <- sample(age, size=1) 
  sch7total[i, "Gender"] <- rbinom(1, 1, prob = 0.52) 
  sch7total[i, "Ethn"] <- rbinom(1, 1, prob=blackpct[7]) 
} 
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set.seed(1008) 
for (i in 1:totalsch) 
{ 
  sch8total[i, "Resp_school"] <- i + 8000 
  sch8total[i, "Age"] <- sample(age, size=1) 
  sch8total[i, "Gender"] <- rbinom(1, 1, prob = 0.52) 
  sch8total[i, "Ethn"] <- rbinom(1, 1, prob=blackpct[8]) 
} 
 
set.seed(1009) 
for (i in 1:totalsch) 
{ 
  sch9total[i, "Resp_school"] <- i + 9000 
  sch9total[i, "Age"] <- sample(age, size=1) 
  sch9total[i, "Gender"] <- rbinom(1, 1, prob = 0.52) 
  sch9total[i, "Ethn"] <- rbinom(1, 1, prob=blackpct[9]) 
} 
 
set.seed(1010) 
for (i in 1:totalsch) 
{ 
  sch10total[i, "Resp_school"] <- i + 10000 
  sch10total[i, "Age"] <- sample(age, size=1) 
  sch10total[i, "Gender"] <- rbinom(1, 1, prob = 0.52) 
  sch10total[i, "Ethn"] <- rbinom(1, 1, prob=blackpct[10]) 
} 
 
# Combine schools into one dataframe 
totalsample <- rbind(sch1total, sch2total, sch3total, sch4total, 
sch5total, sch6total, sch7total, sch8total, sch9total, 
sch10total) 
View(totalsample) 
totalsample <- totalsample[c(1:5)] 
# Add unique respondent id for each respondent (from 1 to 970) 
totalsample$Resp_total <- c(1:nrow(totalsample)) 
# Move Resp ID to the left 
totalsample <- totalsample[ ,c(6,1:5)] 
dim(totalsample)  # 970 rows, 6 columns 
summary(totalsample)  
# Avg. age 15.2, gender 51.4% female, 16.1% black 
table(totalsample$Age) 
# Add grade (7-12).  Age 12 --> 7th, Age 13 50/50 7th/8th, Age 14 
50/50 8th/9th, Age 15 50/50 9th/10th, Age 16 50/50 10th/11th,  
# Age 17 50/50 11th/12th, Age 18, 19 --> 12th 
totalsample$Grade <- c(rep(0, nrow(totalsample))) 
# Divide each age group into a 50/50 split 
age13 <- c(rep(7, 200), rep(8, 200)) 
age14 <- c(rep(8, 200), rep(9, 200)) 
age15 <- c(rep(9, 200), rep(10, 200)) 
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age16 <- c(rep(10, 200), rep(11, 200)) 
age17 <- c(rep(11, 200), rep(12, 200)) 
 
for (i in 1:nrow(totalsample)) { 
  if (totalsample[i,"Age"] == 12) totalsample[i,"Grade"] <- 7 
  if (totalsample[i,"Age"] == 13) totalsample[i,"Grade"] <- 
sample(age13, 1, replace = FALSE) 
  if (totalsample[i,"Age"] == 14) totalsample[i,"Grade"] <- 
sample(age14, 1, replace = FALSE) 
  if (totalsample[i,"Age"] == 15) totalsample[i,"Grade"] <- 
sample(age15, 1, replace = FALSE) 
  if (totalsample[i,"Age"] == 16) totalsample[i,"Grade"] <- 
sample(age16, 1, replace = FALSE) 
  if (totalsample[i,"Age"] == 17) totalsample[i,"Grade"] <- 
sample(age17, 1, replace = FALSE) 
  if (totalsample[i,"Age"] == 18) totalsample[i,"Grade"] <- 12 
  if (totalsample[i,"Age"] == 19) totalsample[i,"Grade"] <- 12 
} 
table(totalsample$Age, totalsample$Grade) 
 
# Create ego network 
 
# Create empirical distrib. for how many have 0 friends,  
# 1 friend, etc. 
# Increased number of 0's and 1's to achieve n=970  
egodist <- c(c(rep(0,318)), c(rep(1,430)), c(rep(2,68)), 
c(rep(3,62)), c(rep(4,44)), c(rep(5,24)), c(rep(6,10)), 
c(rep(7,7)), c(rep(8,7))) 
summary(egodist[egodist>0]) 
sd(egodist[egodist>0]) 
# For 1+ friends, mean = 1.86 and sd = 1.4967 
# Sampling from total (all 10 schools at once), assign # of   
# friends to each person 
# Sample without replacement from egodist 
egodist_df <- as.data.frame(egodist) 
 
# Create blank column for # of friends nominated 
totalsample$egonum <- c(rep(0,totalsch)) 
View(totalsample) 
# Fill in column 
set.seed(24) 
for (i in 1:nrow(totalsample)) 
{ 
  totalsample[i,"egonum"] <- sample(egodist, 1, replace=F) 
} 
table(totalsample$egonum) 
# Want mean = 1.80, sd = 1.22 
mean((totalsample$egonum[totalsample$egonum > 0])) 
sd((totalsample$egonum[totalsample$egonum > 0])) 
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summary(totalsample$egonum[totalsample$egonum > 0]) 
 
# Create 8 columns for friend nomination #1-8 
totalsample$ego1 <- c(rep(0,nrow(totalsample))) 
totalsample$ego2 <- c(rep(0,nrow(totalsample))) 
totalsample$ego3 <- c(rep(0,nrow(totalsample))) 
totalsample$ego4 <- c(rep(0,nrow(totalsample))) 
totalsample$ego5 <- c(rep(0,nrow(totalsample))) 
totalsample$ego6 <- c(rep(0,nrow(totalsample))) 
totalsample$ego7 <- c(rep(0,nrow(totalsample))) 
totalsample$ego8 <- c(rep(0,nrow(totalsample))) 
 
# Create new dataframe to save old data 
tot <- totalsample 
 
# Probabilities for friendship: 
# 8th-11th grade: 60% friends in same grade, 20% grade above,  
# 20% grade below 
# 7th grade: 75% same grade, 25% grade above 
# 12th grade: 75% same grade, 25% grade below 
 
# Females: 78% nominate a female / 22% male 
# Males: 22% nominate a female / 78% male 
 
# Non-Black: weighted avg. of proportions for white + Hispanics 
# Of Whites/Hispanics, 81% are white, 19% Hispanic.   
# Use this for weighting 
# Whites: 84% white, 3% black, 6% Hisp, 7% Asian/other 
# Hispanics: 27% white, 7% black, 57% Hispanic, 9% Asian/other 
 
.81*.84 + .19*.27  # White = 73% 
.81*.03 + .19*.07  # Black = 4% 
.81*.06 + .19*.57  # Hispanic = 16% 
.81*.07 + .19*.09  # Asian / Other = 7% 
.81*.03 + .19*.05  # Asian = 3% 
.81*.04 + .19*.04  # Other = 4% 
 
# Non-Black: 4% black, 96% other 
# Black: 81% black, 19% other 
 
# Calculate probability of friend nomination by 1) grade,  
# 2) gender, and 3) ethnicity 
gs <- 0; ss <- 0; es <- 0; g <- 0; s <- 0; e <- 0 
 
# Create dataframe showing first and last row for each school 
# Create vector where first element = # of rows in School 1,  
# other 9 schools have 0 as a starting value 
(last <- c(totalsch, rep(0,9))) 
# Fill in values 
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for (i in 2:10) { 
  last[i] <- last[i-1] + totalsch 
} 
first <- c(rep(0,10)) 
for (i in 1:10) { 
  first[i] <- last[i] - totalsch + 1 
  } 
rownums <- data.frame(first = first, last = last) 
 
nom_samp <- 0 
k1<-0; k2<-0; k3<-0; k4<-0; k5<-0; k6<-0; k7<-0; k8<-0 
 
set.seed(968) 
for (i in 1:10) # 10 schools 
    { 
      for (j in rownums[i, "first"]:rownums[i, "last"])   

# for each individual in the school 
          { 
            for (k in 0:tot[j,"egonum"])   

# for each of that person's friend nominations 
                { 
         
          # Construct grade sample to pull from 

              if (tot[j,"Grade"]==7) gs<-c(rep(7,75),rep(8, 25)) 
              if (tot[j,"Grade"]==8) gs<-c(rep(7,20),rep(8, 60), 

rep(9, 20)) 
              if (tot[j,"Grade"]==9) gs<-c(rep(8,20),rep(9,60), 

rep(10, 20)) 
if (tot[j,"Grade"]==10) gs<-c(rep(9,20),rep(10,60), 

rep(11,20)) 
if (tot[j,"Grade"]==11) gs<-c(rep(10,20), rep(11,60), 

rep(12, 20)) 
              if (tot[j,"Grade"] == 12)  gs <- c(rep(11, 25),  

rep(12,75)) 
           g <- sample(gs, 1)   # Take sample    
 

# Sex of friend nom -- construct sex sample 
if (tot[j,"Gender"] == 1)  ss <- c(rep(1,78), 

rep(0,22)) 
if (tot[j,"Gender"] == 0)  ss <- c(rep(0,78), 

rep(1,22)) 
s <- sample(ss, 1)  # Take sample 
 
# Ethnicity of friend nom -- construct ethnicity sample 
if (tot[j, "Ethn"] == 1)  es <- c(rep(1,81), rep(0,19)) 
if (tot[j, "Ethn"] == 0)  es <- c(rep(1,4), rep(0,96)) 

          e <- sample(es, 1)  # Take sample 
 
          # Select friend with correct grade, sex, ethnicity 
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           # Narrow down sample frame so person should not 
# themselves as a friend 

           # Restrict to friends in the same school 
  nom_samp <- tot[(tot$School == i & tot$Grade == g &  
   tot$Gender == s & tot$Ethn == e  

& tot$Resp_total != j), 1]   
 
           # If no respondent met those conditions (besides the  
  # current respondent "j", repeat loop above) 
               
           while (is.null(nom_samp) | length(nom_samp)<1)  

{ 
                if (tot[j,"Grade"]==7) gs<-c(rep(7,75), 

rep(8, 25)) 
                if (tot[j,"Grade"]==8)  gs<-c(rep(7, 20),  

rep(8,60), rep(9, 20)) 
                if (tot[j,"Grade"]==9) gs<-c(rep(8,20), 

rep(9,60), rep(10, 20)) 
                if (tot[j,"Grade"]==10) gs<-c(rep(9,20), rep(10,  
    60), rep(11, 20)) 
                if (tot[j,"Grade"]==11) gs<-c(rep(10,20), 

rep(11,60), rep(12, 20)) 
if (tot[j,"Grade"]==12) gs <-c(rep(11,25), 

rep(12,75)) 
                g <- sample(gs, 1)   # Take sample    
 
                # Construct sex sample 
                if (tot[j,"Gender"]==1) ss<- c(rep(1,78), 

rep(0,22)) 
                if (tot[j,"Gender"]==0) ss<- c(rep(0,78), 

rep(1,22)) 
                s <- sample(ss, 1)  # Take sample 
                 
                # Construct ethnicity sample 
                if (tot[j, "Ethn"]==1)  es <- c(rep(1,81), 

rep(0,19)) 
                if (tot[j, "Ethn"]==0)  es <- c(rep(1,4), 

rep(0,96)) 
                e <- sample(es, 1)  # Take sample 
 
      nom_samp <- tot[(tot$School == i & tot$Grade == g 

& tot$Gender == s & tot$Ethn == e  
& tot$Resp_total !=j), 1]  

              } 
               
            # Place friend nomination ID # in column (k+8) 
   # ego1 = col 9, ego2 = col 10, etc. 
                  if (k==1)  
                    { 
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                      tot[j,"ego1"]  
<- sample(nom_samp,size=1, replace=T) 

                      k1 <- tot[j, "ego1"] 
                    } 
                  if (k==2)  
                    { 
                      tot[j, "ego2"]  

<- sample(nom_samp[nom_samp!=k1], size=1, 
replace=T) 

                      k2<- tot[j, "ego2"] 
                    } 
                  if (k==3)  
                    { 
                      tot[j, "ego3"]  

<- sample(nom_samp[nom_samp!=k1 & 
nom_samp!=k2], size=1, replace=T) 

                      k3 <- tot[j, "ego3"] 
                    } 
                  if (k==4)  
                    { 
                      tot[j, "ego4"]  

<- sample(nom_samp[nom_samp!=k1 & 
nom_samp!=k2 & nom_samp!=k3], size=1, 
replace=T) 

                      k4 <- tot[j, "ego4"] 
                    } 
                  if (k==5)  
                    { 
                      tot[j, "ego5"]  

<- sample(nom_samp[nom_samp!=k1 & 
nom_samp!=k2 & nom_samp!=k3 & 
nom_samp!=k4], size=1, replace=T) 

                      k5 <- tot[j, "ego5"] 
                    } 
                  if (k==6)  
                    { 
                      tot[j, "ego6"]  

<- sample(nom_samp[nom_samp!=k1 &   
 nom_samp!=k2 & nom_samp!=k3 & nom_samp!=k4 

 & nom_samp!=k5], size=1, replace=T) 
                      k6 <- tot[j, "ego6"] 
                    } 
                  if (k==7)  
                    { 
                      tot[j, "ego7"]  

<- sample(nom_samp[nom_samp!=k1 &   
 nom_samp!=k2 & nom_samp!=k3 & nom_samp!=k4 

& nom_samp!=k5 & nom_samp!=k6], 
size=1, replace=T) 
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                      k7 <- tot[j, "ego7"] 
                    } 
                  if (k==8)  
                    { 
                      tot[j, "ego8"]  

<- sample(nom_samp[nom_samp!=k1 &  
 nom_samp!=k2 & nom_samp!=k3 & nom_samp!=k4 

& nom_samp!=k5 & nom_samp!=k6 & 
nom_samp!=k7], size=1, replace=T) 

                      k8 <- tot[j, "ego8"] 
                    } 
 

nom_samp = 0; gs = c(rep(0,100)); g = 0;  
ss=c(rep(0,100)); s=0; es=c(rep(0,100)); e = 0 

            } 
        k1<-0; k2<-0; k3<-0; k4<-0; k5<-0; k6<-0; k7<-0; k8<-0 
      } 
} 
 
# Doublechecking 
check <- c(rep(0,nrow(tot))) 
length(check) 
ts_check <- tot 
ts_check$ego1 <- c(rep(0,nrow(ts_check))) 
ts_check$ego2 <- c(rep(0,nrow(ts_check))) 
ts_check$ego3 <- c(rep(0,nrow(ts_check))) 
ts_check$ego4 <- c(rep(0,nrow(ts_check))) 
ts_check$ego5 <- c(rep(0,nrow(ts_check))) 
ts_check$ego6 <- c(rep(0,nrow(ts_check))) 
ts_check$ego7 <- c(rep(0,nrow(ts_check))) 
ts_check$ego8 <- c(rep(0,nrow(ts_check))) 
View(ts_check) 
 
for (i in 1:nrow(ts_check)) 
{ 
  if (tot[i, "ego1"] > 0) ts_check[i,"ego1"] <- 1 
  if (tot[i, "ego2"] > 0) ts_check[i,"ego2"] <- 1 
  if (tot[i, "ego3"] > 0) ts_check[i,"ego3"] <- 1  
  if (tot[i, "ego4"] > 0) ts_check[i,"ego4"] <- 1  
  if (tot[i, "ego5"] > 0) ts_check[i,"ego5"] <- 1  
  if (tot[i, "ego6"] > 0) ts_check[i,"ego6"] <- 1  
  if (tot[i, "ego7"] > 0) ts_check[i,"ego7"] <- 1  
  if (tot[i, "ego8"] > 0) ts_check[i,"ego8"] <- 1 
} 
View(ts_check) 
sum_check <- c(rep(0,nrow(ts_check))) 
for (i in 1:nrow(ts_check)) 
{ 
  sum_check[i] <- sum(ts_check[i, 9:16]) 
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} 
ts_check$sum_check <- sum_check 
 
trues <- c(rep(0,nrow(ts_check))) 
for (i in 1:nrow(ts_check)) 
{ 
  trues[i] <- ts_check[i,"egonum"] == ts_check[i,"sum_check"] 
} 
head(trues) 
sum(trues) 
# of friends nominated in egonum matches # assigned in ego1-ego8 
 
# Create blank columns to hold clique weights 
tot$w1 <- c(rep(0,nrow(tot))); tot$w2 <- c(rep(0,nrow(tot))) 
tot$w3 <- c(rep(0,nrow(tot))); tot$w4 <- c(rep(0,nrow(tot))) 
tot$w5 <- c(rep(0,nrow(tot))); tot$w6 <- c(rep(0,nrow(tot))) 
tot$w7 <- c(rep(0,nrow(tot))); tot$w8 <- c(rep(0,nrow(tot))) 
tot$w9 <- c(rep(0,nrow(tot))); tot$w10 <- c(rep(0,nrow(tot))) 
tot$w11 <- c(rep(0,nrow(tot))); tot$w12 <- c(rep(0,nrow(tot))) 
tot$w13 <- c(rep(0,nrow(tot))); tot$w14 <- c(rep(0,nrow(tot))) 
tot$w15 <- c(rep(0,nrow(tot))); tot$w16 <- c(rep(0,nrow(tot))) 
 
# Create blank columns to hold cliques  
tot$cliq1 <- c(rep(0,nrow(tot))); tot$cliq2 <- 
c(rep(0,nrow(tot))) tot$cliq3 <- c(rep(0,nrow(tot))); tot$cliq4 
<- c(rep(0,nrow(tot))) 
tot$cliq5 <- c(rep(0,nrow(tot))); tot$cliq6 <- 
c(rep(0,nrow(tot))) tot$cliq7 <- c(rep(0,nrow(tot))); tot$cliq8 
<- c(rep(0,nrow(tot)))  
tot$cliq9 <- c(rep(0,nrow(tot))); tot$cliq10 <- 
c(rep(0,nrow(tot))) tot$cliq11 <- c(rep(0,nrow(tot))); tot$cliq12 
<- c(rep(0,nrow(tot)))  
tot$cliq13 <- c(rep(0,nrow(tot))); tot$cliq14 <- 
c(rep(0,nrow(tot))) tot$cliq15 <- c(rep(0,nrow(tot))); tot$cliq16 
<- c(rep(0,nrow(tot)))  
 
# Create nxn symmetrical matrix to show a "1" where two  
# indiv's are in # a clique 
resp_mat <- matrix(0, nrow=nrow(tot), ncol=nrow(tot)) 
for (i in 1:nrow(tot))  # respondent 1 of clique 
{ 
    for (k in 1:tot[i,"egonum"])  # for each friend they 
nominated 
    { 
      resp_mat[i, tot[i,k+8]] <- 1 
      resp_mat[tot[i, k+8], i] <- 1   
      # This fills in both cells that match this clique,  
 # e.g. (1,2) and (2,1) 
    } 
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} 
sum(resp_mat)    
# 2360 1's. Would be 2360/2 = 1180 if this were a  
# triangular matrix 
 
# Now create diagonal matrix that records each clique only  
# once and create clique ID #'s 
# Load Matrix package 
library("Matrix",lib.loc="/Library/Frameworks/R.framework/Version
s/3.2/Resources/library") 
# Create upper triangular matrix 
cliq_tri <- triu(resp_mat) 
sum(cliq_tri)   
# 1180 "1"s in the matrix, i.e. 1180 unique cliques 
# R could not convert the matrix to a dataframe 
 
library(MASS) 
write.matrix(cliq_tri,file="~/Desktop/cliq_tri.txt") 
# Change to csv in excel with text to columns 
# Read in cliq_tri as csv file and save as data frame  
cliq_tri_df <- read.csv("~/Desktop/cliq_tri.csv", header=FALSE, 
stringsAsFactors = F) 
 
cliq_tri_IDs <- 
matrix(0,nrow=nrow(cliq_tri_df),ncol=ncol(cliq_tri_df))   
k <- 0 
for (i in 1:970)  # respondent i of clique 
  { 
    for (j in 1:970)  # respondent j of clique 
    { 
      if (cliq_tri_df[i,j] == 1)  
        { 
          cliq_tri_IDs[i,j] <- k+1  # if clique exists, assign ID 
          k <- k+1 
        } 
    } 
} 
sum(cliq_tri_IDs)  #  Adds to 696790 (should be a large number) 
length(cliq_tri_IDs[cliq_tri_IDs > 0])  # 1180 cliques 
 
write.matrix(cliq_tri_IDs,file="~/Desktop/cliq_tri_IDs.txt") 
 

# PYTHON 
#import csv 
#import numpy as np 
 
#tricliq = np.loadtxt("~/Desktop/cliq_tri_IDs.csv", 
dtype='float', delimiter=",") 
#tricliq.shape   ## 970x970 
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#tricliq.dtype  ## float64 
#tricliq_trans = np.transpose(tricliq) 
#symcliq = tricliq + tricliq_trans 
#np.savetxt("~/Desktop/symcliq_py.csv", symcliq, 
delimiter=",") 
# END PYTHON 

 
# IMPORTING FROM PYTHON 
symcliq <- read.csv("~/Desktop/symcliq_py.csv", header=FALSE, 
stringsAsFactors = F) 
sum(symcliq)  # 1393580 
 
# Place clique ids in main dataframe 
for (i in 1:970)  # respondent i of clique 
{ 
  k <- 1 
  for (j in 1:970)  # respondent j of clique 
  { 
    if (symcliq[i,j] > 0)  
    { 
      tot[i,(k+32)] <- symcliq[i,j]   
 # if clique exists, assign ID.  
 # (K+32) because 1st clique is in column 33 
      k <- k+1 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
# Add number of cliques 
tot$numcliq <- 0 
for (i in 1:970)  # respondent i of clique 
{ 
      c <- tot[i, 33:48] 
      tot[i,"numcliq"] <- length(c[c>0]) 
} 
 
table(tot$numcliq)    # Max number of cliques per student is 10 
# Get rid of extra weight, clique ID columns 
tot_trim <- tot[ ,c(1:26, 33:42, 49)] 
 
# Add weights 
for (i in 1:970) 
{ 
  num <- tot_trim[i, "numcliq"] 
  if (num>0) w <- 1/num 
     for (k in 1:num) 
     { 
        if (num>0) tot_trim[i, (k+16)] <- w     
   # (k+16) because Weight 1 starts at column 17 
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      } 
} 
 
# Add academic outcome variable (ztotscore) 
 
# Overall constant = -0.1 (var 0.07) 
beta0 <- -0.1 
# School effects: school variance = 0.027 in Tranmer 
set.seed(1705) 
rand_sch <- rnorm(mean=0,sd=sqrt(0.027), 10) 
 
# Network effects -- for 1180 cliques 
# Tranmer has both clique-2 and clique-3 random effects  
# in the model 
# Using variance from clique-2 (0.103) and ignore clique 3 
set.seed(1840)   
# Multiplied variance by 2 as a correction since end net effect  
# was 0.05, not 0.10 
rand_net <- rnorm(mean=0,sd=sqrt(0.206), 1180) 
                   
# Error variance 
set.seed(6447) 
rand_error <- rnorm(mean=0,sd=sqrt(0.875), nrow(tot_trim)) 
 
# Covariates 
# Black -0.03 (var 0.09), Female 0.17 (var 0.06),  
# Age -0.12 (var 0.02) 
beta1 <- -0.03; beta2 <- 0.17; beta3 <- -0.12 
 
# Add centered age variable 
tot_trim$Age_center <- 0 
mean_age <- mean(tot_trim$Age) 
for (i in 1:970) 
{ 
  tot_trim[i,"Age_center"] <- ((tot_trim[i,"Age"]) - mean_age) 
} 
 
# Calculate network effects first 
tot_trim$net_effect <- 0 
for (i in 1:970) 
{ 
  num <- tot_trim[i, "numcliq"] 
  if (num>0) 
  { 
    for (k in 1:num) 
    { 
      # Network effect=(w1*cliq1 effect)+(w2*cliq2 effect)+... 
      tot_trim[i,"net_effect"] <- tot_trim[i,"net_effect"] +  
   (tot_trim[i,k+16])*(rand_net[tot_trim[i,k+26]]) 
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    } 
  } 
} 
 
# Calculate ztotscore 
tot_trim$ztotscore <- 0 
for (i in 1:970) 
{ 

tot_trim[i,"ztotscore"] <- beta0 + 
rand_sch[tot_trim[i,"School"]]  

 + tot_trim[i,"net_effect"] + rand_error[i]  
   + beta1*tot_trim[i,"Ethn"] + beta2*tot_trim[i,"Gender"]  
 + beta3*tot_trim[i,"Age_center"] 
} 
 
# Output final file 
write.csv(tot_trim, file = "~/Desktop/filename.csv") 
 
 
# IN ORDER TO PRODUCE ANOTHER SIMULATED DATASET WITH LARGER  
# SCHOOL AND NETWORK (CLIQUE-2) EFFECTS, THE FOLLOWING  
# CHANGES WERE MADE 
 
############################### 
# Reassign ztotscore making covariates 10x bigger, variances 100x  
# bigger 
# Random error variance staying the same.  Increasing school and  
# network variance only 
tot_trim_reduced <- read.csv(file = "C:/Users/…/filename.csv", 
header=T) 
View(tot_trim_reduced) 
tot_trim_red2 <- tot_trim_reduced 
tot_trim_red2$ztotscore <- 0 
 
# Overall constant = -0.1 (var 0.07) 
beta0 <- -0.1 
# Covariates -- MULTIPLYING BY 10 
# Black -0.3, Female 1.7, Age -1.2 
beta1 <- -0.3; beta2 <- 1.7; beta3 <- -1.2 
beta1; beta2; beta3 
 
# School effects: school variance = 0.027 in Tranmer 
set.seed(1342) 
rand_sch10 <- rnorm(mean=0,sd=(10*sqrt(0.027)), 10) 
summary(rand_sch10); var(rand_sch10); sd(rand_sch10)    
# mean -0.476, var 2.12 
 
# Network effects -- for 1180 cliques.   
# Tranmer has both clique-2 and clique-3 random effects  
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# in the model. 
# Just use variance from clique-2 (0.103) and ignore clique 3 
set.seed(1343) 
rand_net10 <- rnorm(mean=0,sd=(10*sqrt(0.103)), 1180) 
summary(rand_net10); var(rand_net10);  # mean -0.114, var 10.97 
 
# Total network effect 
tot_trim_red2$net_effect <- 0 
for (i in 1:970) 
{ 
  num <- tot_trim_red2[i, "numcliq"] 
  if (num>0) 
  { 
    for (k in 1:num) 
    { 
      # Network effect=(w1*cliq1 effect)+(w2*cliq2 effect)+... 
      tot_trim_red2[i,"net_effect"]  

<- tot_trim_red2[i,"net_effect"] + 
(tot_trim_red2[i,k+12])*(rand_net10[tot_trim_red2[i,k+
2]] ) 

    } 
  } 
} 
summary(tot_trim_red2$net_effect); var(tot_trim_red2$net_effect);   
# mean -0.136  var 5.23 
 
# Individual variance 
set.seed(1344) 
rand_error <- rnorm(mean=0,sd=sqrt(0.875), nrow(tot_trim_red2)) 
summary(rand_error); var(rand_error); sd(rand_error)    
# mean 0.01, var 0.836 
 
# Calculate ztotscore 
for (i in 1:970) 
{ 
  tot_trim_red2[i,"ztotscore"] <- beta0 + 
rand_sch[tot_trim_red2[i,"School"]] + 
tot_trim_red2[i,"net_effect"] + rand_error[i]  
  + beta1*tot_trim_red2[i,"Ethn"] + 
beta2*tot_trim_red2[i,"Gender"] + 
beta3*tot_trim_red2[i,"Age_center"] 
} 
 
# Remove cliq1_effect which is no longer accurate 
tot_trim_red2 <- tot_trim_red2[ ,1:32] 
 
 
# Output final file 
write.csv(tot_trim_red2, file = "~/Desktop/filename.csv") 
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